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Castle Style Doors:  Castle style doors are a 3 panel door with rustic clavo nails placed in to the center

2 horizontal face boards.

Double Castle Style Doors:  Double castle style doors are 2 panel doors with double thick top,

braces that meet at a center brace. The handle can be mounted where the face boards meet or on

the opposite side.

Panel Style Doors:  Panel style doors have top and bottom face boards, outer vertical face boards, 

Handle Placement:  Handle placement only matters on the British brace door style. Handle can be

mounted where the face boards meet or the opposite side.

middle, and bottom face boards. 4 rows of clavo nails per door (1 row top, 2 middle, 1 bottom).

Handle Style and Placement:

Handle Style:  Choose between a square or tubular handle.

and 1-3 inner horizontal face board pieces depending on the number of panels desired. 1-4 panels

Barn Door Styles:

British Brace Doors:  British brace doors have 2 vertical and 3 horizontal face boards and 2 angled

British Brace Panel Castle Double Castle
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Barn Red Stain Aqua Stain

Weathered Grey Stain Classic Black Stain

Kona Stain Carrington Stain Black Cherry Stain Espresso Stain

Early American Stain Carbon Grey Stain

Finishing:

Finishes:  Below are color swatches of the available finishes. Top coat options are available.

Ebony Stain Red Mahogany Stain Dark Walnut Stain Jacobean Stain

Trim Boards:  Trim boards are matching pieces of the same wood as the face of the door. Trim boards

are used to add space between the door and any wall trim, and add to the overall look of the door.
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Capped Ends:  Capped ends are pine trim pieces added to outer layer of edges of door to create a

smooth outer edge.

DOORS HAND MADE BY HAYES RUSTIC CUSTOMS

At Hayes Rustic Customs, all our pieces are lovingly hand-crafted. Every detail, and every rustic

imperfection is put in place by us, by hand. We call it "Lovingly Handtiqued". When it comes to the

finish of your doors, we feel the same way. Spraying wastes stain and doesn't allow for the careful

eye to "listen" to the wood when staining. By hand finishing, we examine the characteristic of each

of our pieces as they are being finished, and hand rub the correct amount of stain for the best

results. Every one of the doors is unique, custom, hand-built, and made by someone named "Hayes"

just for you. Proudly made in Richmond, TX, USA. Thank you for allowing us to build a piece of your

home.


